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In analogy to the well-known case of null congruences, a set of propagation 
equations, for the invariants associated with a time-like congruence of fluid 
streamlines, is derived.- The coupled, ordinary differential equations describe 
the influence of localizable energy, the Weyl tensor and nongravitational forces 
(e.g., pressure gradients) on the evolution of these invariants. A tetrad formalism 
together with a three-space notation is used. The propagation equations are 
finally written, however, in the usual formalism of general relativity so that 
calculations may be covariantly performed. 
1. INTR~OUCTION 
Within a large, self-gravitating body of fluid, consider an infinitesimal 
volume element of the fluid, and consider its deformation as time progresses. 
An observer comoving with the fluid element wishes to describe the deforma- 
tion, with respect to his local Minkowski tetrad frame, in a coordinate-free, 
and hence, a geometrical way. It can be described in terms of an expansion, 
a rotation, and a shear (i.e., an elongation at constant proper-volume). One 
can go further and ask for equations which specify how these deformations 
evolve in space-time (propagation equations). Some work in this connection 
has been done by Raychaudhuri [7], Ehlers [2], Hawking [4], and Ellis [3]. 
For describing the local behaviour of a bundle of time-like (or null-like) 
curves we employ the theory of congruences as developed by Ehlers [2] and 
Sachs [9]; and employ also an orthonormal tetrad formalism, as used, for 
example, by Pirani [6] and Szekeres [lo], as a way of introducing the observer’s 
local frame. We define a set of quantities which are invariant under the 
operation of transforming one tetrad frame into another, keeping the time- 
direction fixed. They are then shown to emerge naturally from characteristic 
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value equations for the rotation and shear tensors; and thus may be considered 
as being the most natural geometrical invariants which describe the deforma- 
tion. However, for a simple geometrical interpretation we relate them to 
more common invariants, namely, the lengths of the principal axes of the 
shear ellipsoid, and the direction cosines of the vorticity vector to these 
principal axes. For the resulting natural invariants, a set of propagation 
equations are derived. In the final section, a simple problem is considered 
where use is made of these equations. 
For the analogous problem in the case of null congruences, the reader is 
referred to the paper by Sachs [9]. Here propagation equations are derived 
for the expansion, the rotation, and the shear of a bundle of rays (e.g., light 
in the geometrical optics limit) projected on a screen: Sachs employs a 
quasi-orthonormal tetrad formalism and gives a simple geometrical inter- 
pretation for the invariants. The effect of the Weyl tensor on the rays is 
further discussed in an interesting paper by Penrose [5]. 
2. THE THEORY OF TIME-LIKE CONGRUENCES 
In this section the general theory of time-like congruences, as developed 
by Ehlers [2] and Sachs [9], is reviewed and some additonal quantities (x, 4, 
and 4) are defined. 
Imagine that we follow, in time, some point in the fluid. The motion 
of this point will be represented by a time-like curve in space-time. More 
generally, the motions of many neighbouring points in the fluid will be 
represented by a set of neighbouring time-like curves (congruence of curves); 
and, mathematically, the curves may be described by the parametric relations 
xa = xa(p, s).l The four coordinates xa are world coordinates. For any single 
curve in the set, its equation becomes ~a = x”(cu, s), where the three con- 
stants 4” = cu identify a single point in the fluid and its corresponding world- 
line, where s is some parameter along this world-line. We suppose that one 
and only one time-like curve passes through each point of the four-dimen- 
sional domain under consideration. This amounts to specifying that the 
fluid follows a streamline flow. 
At a point (say, P) along one of the streamlines (given by 5”) we denote 
the unit-vector tangent to the world-line by 
ua = $ (p fixed), 
dx” dxb 
@El, = - 1 =g,,-J-ds’ (1) 
1 Latin indices range from 0 to 3; Greek indices from 1 to 3. The usual summa- 
tion convention for repeated indices will be used. The signature is taken to be 
(-, +, +, +). 
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which implies that s is taken to be the arc length or the proper time; also, 
ZP is the four-velocity of the fluid at the point P. From the normalization 
condition it follows that 
z&, = 0, (2) 
where a semicolon indicates covariant differentiation. 
If in addition we assume that the world-lines are geodesics of the space- 
time (the fluid consists of free particles), the velocity vector satisfies the 
geodesic equation, which takes the form2 
DU” - zz 
ds (3) 
since s is an affine parameter. This restriction will not be made in the following 
discussion. 
Label the aforementioned world-line by L and imagine an observer 
comoving with the corresponding point in the fluid. Let a nearby world-line 
have the label L* and be given by p + Sp. Now consider the connecting 
vector between the point P on curve L and the point P*, with the same value 
of the parameter s, on curve L*. Neglecting second order terms in Sp, this 
connecting vector is 
sxa = g SF. (4) 
It is well-known (Sachs) that the Lie derivative of this connecting vector 
with respect to ua vanishes, or, on covariant differentiation 
$- (sxa) = uybsxb. 
Since 6xa need not be orthogonal to the vector ua at point P, we may ask; how 
do we obtain a connecting vector which is orthogonal to ua? We define the 
projection operator 
hai, =gab •k %z”b (6) 
with the following properties 
and 
ha, = h,, , h,“h,b = h,“, h,” = 3, habUb = 0, 
$- @ad = 0 (7) 
’ Occasionally, use will be made of the operator equation 
(Djds)(-) = (.**); bll*. 
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for geodesic motion. Then it is clear that a unique orthogonal connecting 
vector is given by 
8,x= = hba8xb (6,x%, = 0). (8) 
In passing, we note that Slti is a space-like vector (two time-like vectors 
cannot be orthogonal) and lies in the three-space of the observer. 
It will be useful to decompose any connecting vector 6x0 into a space-like 
vector orthogonal to ua and a time-like vector parallel to ua in the manner 
6x0 = 8,x= - (SXCU,) 24’“. (9) 
We now define an expression for the relative velocity between the two 
nearby points in the fluid, as seen by the observer. This velocity should be 
a purely space-like vector, Accordingly, we take the Fermi derivative of 
the orthogonal connecting vector 
SLv= = hba ; (aIxb), 
to be the relative velocity. As required, SLvaua = 0. Evaluating this expres- 
sion we obtain 
8,va = hbahacu~c6xd, (11) 
or 
= u;s,x=. (12) 
Equation (12) expresses the relative velocity between the two points in terms 
of the gradient of the fluid velocity and the orthogonal connecting vector 
joining the two world-lines. If we define the operator 
Aab = h,ch % b c:d (13) 
= u,.b , + %iudub , (14) 
then 
8,~” = ATd8x d d = AyddsLx , W) 
since Aabub = 0. We now decompose the relative velocity 6,~” in the follow- 
ing manner: any second rank tensor may be written in terms of a trace part, 
an antisymmetric part, and a trace-free symmetric part as follows: 
Aob = 6 ha,& + 4 (Aab - &a) + [3- (A,, + Ad - h h&l. (16) 
These three parts transform separately under arbitrary coordinate transforma- 
tions; they are irreducible in a group-theoretic sense. If we define the quan- 
tities 
e=*-G, %b = 4 (Aa, - Aba), *ab = 4 (A,b i- Aba) - habe, (17) 
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then 
and 
(18) 
f&b = kbe + %b + %b - @b , (19) 
where we have introduced the notation I%” = Dualds. ria is a space-like vector 
since zi”u, = 0. Equation (19) represents a decomposition of the gradient of 
the velocity ua into an expansion 0, a rotation wab , and a shear uab; and, rP 
is the acceleration. This decomposition induces a similar one for the relative 
velocity 
aLVa = (hbQe + wTb + Uga) 6,Xb. (20) 
Evaluating expressions (17) in terms of the velocity ua we have 
e = * da , (21) 
Wab = 8 hachbd(%ci - %;c) 
= -it (%:b - ub:,) - t (%lib - ubk), 
%b = 4 hachbd(%d + %;e) - habe 
(22) 
=+ h:b -t ub;a) f 4 (%cb + ub&) - habe. 
(23) 
Note that w,~ has at most three independent components since it is an 
antisymmetric tensor with mapub = 0; uab has a most five independent 
components since it is a symmetric, traceless tensor with uabub = 0. The 
vorticity pseudovector wa, dual to w,b , may now be defined as 
w= = + ?)=bcdWbeUd = 4 7fbcdUb.cUd ) I (24) 
with the property w%, = 0; ?abed = l/d/( - g) l abed, where cabed is the 
alternating symbol. At any point in the fluid the direction of wa gives the 
axis of rotation of the fluid. 
Combining wab and crab in the simplest way, we may define some scalars 
under arbitrary world-coordinate transformations: 
2w2 = w,bWab, (25) 
20s = %buab, (26) 
3x = (T,bucbuca, (27) 
4= W,bu,bwc=, (28) 
$h = W,bd~w,d~=. (29) 
In addition to the expansion parameter 8, the above quantities (25)-(29) are 
the natural geometrical invariants (Section 3d) for a time-lie congruence 
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and will automatically appear in the propagation equations (Section 4). 
Evaluated in terms of the fluid velocity u”, they become 
w2 = f (u,;b - ub;J ua;b + a l&i,, 
u2 = 2 (#a;b + u,;,) ua:b + 2 z&i, - g 62, 
3x = & uaib(db + UC) (U,;, + Uc;a) + 2 Uaibti,Zii, - 680~ - 3@, 
$ = - $ #~(,(d’” - Ubic) (UC;, - u,;,) - 4 td,$iatib + 28w2, 
and 
I/ = & u,:b(Ub;c - uc;b) (uc;d + U&) (z&a - ze) 
- ) (u,;b + Up;J (z&C - ucq zPtic 
+ + ti,ai,ti~ + 28~~2 - 2e4. 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
Therefore, given any fluid motion these quantities may be computed. In 
deriving expressions (30~(34) t i is easiest to employ the formulae 
2~2 = u . ab a,bW 3 (35) 
2a2 = t&b@‘, (36) 
2eu2 + 3X = ua;bu$fa, (37) 
2ew2 - q5 = U;bwcbwca ) (38) 
and 
# + e+ = ua;bwbcucdwda; 
all of which follow from Eq. (19). 
3. AN ORTHONORMAL TETRAD FORMALISM 
(a) General theory. 
At a point, say P, on the observer’s world-line L we introduce the four 
unit-vectors 
ua, $, ?-a, P 
where tla is taken as the velocity of the fluid and the comoving observer, and 
the three space-like vectors @, ?, and SQ are local Cartesian coordinate axes 
used by the observer at point P. The orthonormality conditions for these 
vectors are 
u%, = - I, pqa = TV, = SOS, = 1, 
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and 
u”q, = uar, = UQS, = $Ta = q9, = ras, = 0. (40) 
As a consequence of these relations it is trivially seen that the four vectors 
are linearly independent; thus, they form an (orthonormal) basis for a locally 
tangent Minkowski space-time at point P. An arbitrary vector Va may be 
expanded in this basis through the expression 
v” = - ( Vbff,) Ua + (v-‘qb) qa + ( i’bt-,) ra + (V*s,) Sa. (41) 
Similarly, the expansion of an arbitrary second rank tensor Tab is given by 
Tab = ( Tc%,ud) uaub - ( Tcdu,q,) UQ$ - ( Tcdu,rd) uarb - ( Tcdu,sd) uasb 
- (Tcdqcud) qaub + (Tcdqcq,) qaqb + (Tcdq,r,) qarb + (Tcdq,4 qaSb 
- (Tcdr,ua) rc”ub + (TCdrcqd) raqb + (T’%,r,) rarb + (Tcdrcsd) rash 
- ( Tedscud) saub + (T%,q,) saqb + ( TCdscr,) sarb + ( Tcds,sd) sash. 
(42) 
In like fashion, higher rank tensors may be expanded in the tetrad basis. 
Expanding the metric tensor, we clearly have 
gab = - uaub + qaqb + rarb + sQsb; (43) 
this relation is equivalent to the orthonormality conditions. It is of some 
interest to observe that the metric tensor is related to the tetrad vectors in 
a non-linear way. The projection operator is expressed by 
hub = @qb + rarb + sash, (44 
and it is the metric of the three-space orthogonal to ua. 
If we now expand uaib, subject to condition (2), we have 
uOEb = aqaub + flqaqb + yqarb + Sqesb 
f Tfkb + Kraqb + barb + praSb 
+ vs5ub + @qb + psarb + rsasb, 
where the tetrad components are given by 
(45) 
Ly = - U@qcUd ) B = Uc~dq,qd 3 
c.d q = - u 3 rcud , K = Ucidrcqd . 
v = - uC;dScU, ) 5 = uC;%,qd , 
The acceleration ZP 
y = ue:dq,rd, s = UC:dqcSd ) 
X = UC+ y 
e d3 p = uc:dr,sd , (46) 
p = uC;dScrd , 7 = UC:dScSd . 
6’ = - qQ - qra - usa, (47) 
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has the magnitude 
li%, = aa + 72 + v2 3 0. (48) 
For geodesic motion OL = 7 = v = 0. 
The quantities 8, WQb , a&, , CU’, 02, x, 4, and $ can now be evaluated by 
using the foregoing expansions. We obtain 
0 = 4 (B + h + 4 (49) 
wab = i (7 - d (4 oyb - ya!?b) + 4 @ - 6) (!?db - @bb) + $ (p - p) (yasb - hyb), 
(9 
%b = (p - @ q&b + tx - e> %Yb + (7 - 0) &sb 
+ ii (7 + K) h=b + yaqb) + !2 t6 + 8 hsb + &zqb) 
+ + b’ + f) lyasb + sayb), 
(51) 
uJ2 = t [(Y - 4” + (6 - I)” + (P - PY% (52) 
9 = 4 [(p - e)2 + (A - ey + tT - vl + f [(Y + K)” f (8 + t)* + (Lc + P)‘] 
= 4 (P + A2 + T2) + * KY + 4” + (6 + a2 + (P + p)Y - # p, (53) 
X = (fl - 0) (A - 0) b - e> + h (Y i- K) (6 f if) (CL i- P) 
- t (Y + K)2 (7 - 0) - a (6 + 02 (A - 0) - a (P + da (18 - e), 
(54) 
d = 4 w - 8) tp - PI2 f 4 (h - e> (6 - 8” + i tT - 8) (Y - Kj2 
- i (6 - 6) b’ - K) (CL + P> + i (I‘ - f’) (Y - ‘d (8 + 5) (55) 
- i b - P> (6 - 8 (Y + K), 
and 
# = - 4 (Y - K)” (p - 0) (A - 0) - 4 (6 - o2 (b - 8) lT - 0) 
- 4 (P - P>” cx - 0) lT - 0) 
+ i b’ - K)’ (Y + K>” + i (6 - tj2 (6 + 8” + i (CL - P)” (I” + P)’ 
+a<Y-K)(Y+K)(~-g)(6+g)--(<r-K,(Y+K,(l-L-f)(CL+f) 
+ a (6 - 4 (8 + 4) G - P) (CL + P) 
+g(Y-KK)(CL-f)(6+g)(h-e8)--((S-g5)(CL+f)(Y--K)(B-e) 
- + (8 - 8 (II - P> (Y f K) (7 - 0). 
(56) 
(b) Three space notation 
By virtue of our choice of a tetrad system, it is recognized that if we define 
the 3 x 3 matrices 
Cd = [‘t&s] = - + ; - K) * @ - g, tl (P -PI 
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and 
with respect to the basis vectors q, r, and s and where indices are raised and 
lowered with SaB = diag (1, 1, l), then the following relations are true: 
2wz = WabWQb = weBwaS = - tr ( w w), (59) 
20~ = uobOOb = o,~& = tr ( oo), (W 
3x = u,ba,ba=a = u,6uy6ayo: = tr (aao), (61) 
(6= b wabac w ca = w,~~T.,Bw~~ = tr (waw), (62) 
and 
I) = WabL+w,d”da = wa6~6vwyb& = tr (wawo). (63) 
The quantities waB and oaB are Cartesian tensors; that is, tensors with 
respect to the group of three-rotations of the three space-like tetrad vectors. 
This group represents the most general linear transformation, excluding 
time-reversal and space-reflection, which keeps the vector U‘J and the ortho- 
normality conditions invariant. Relations (59)-(63) are important since (l), 
they demonstrate manifestly, the invariance of the quantities wa, us, x, 4, and 
$ under the rotation group, and (2), the evaluation of “traces” greatly 
simplifies computations. The expansion parameter 0 is also an invariant 
under the rotation group as may be easily shown by considering the effect 
of the infinitesimal group operation. 
(c) The transformation of the three-space shear-tensor to its principal axes. 
The invariants which we have constructed may be evaluated in any 
permissible tetrad frame. In particular, we may choose the frame in which 
the three space-like tetrad vectors are in the directions of the principal axes 
of Q&B. Assume that this transformation has been performed. Then, with 
respect to the new tetrad frame (say u, Q, R, S), onb is diagonal: 
0 0 
A*-e 0 1 . (64) 0 T* - e 
This transformation, accordingly, induces a corresponding transformation on 
wOB so that 
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The tetrad components are now given by 
and 
a* = uc;dQcud, ?* = UC;~R~U~ , ,,* = Uc;dS cud, 
/3* = ucidQcQd , /\* = uc:dR R e 69 r* = U=wcSd) 
y* = : uCzd(QeRd - RcQd), 
8” = + u”;“(QcSd - ScQd), 
p* = 4 u’;~(R,S, - S,R,). 
(66) 
The expansions for w,~ and ullb now take the simpler forms 
Wab = r*(QaRb - R&?b) + s*(%sb - s,Qb) + p*(R,sb - &Rb), (67) 
and 
uab = @* - e)Q&b + (A* - 0) R,Rb + (T* - 0) s,sb . W) 
Note that in general oab is not diagonal. 
The invariants also acquire a significant reduction in complexity; they 
become 
e = g (B* + A* + T*), (69) 
w2 = y*2 + a*2 + p,*e, (70) 
u2 = g L-p* - ey + (A* - e)2 + tT* - e)q 
= 4 (p*2 + A*2 + ~2) - Q 82, (71) 
x = (B* - e) (A* - e) CT* - e), (72) 
91 = (p* - e) p*2 + (A* - e) iv2 + tT* - e) y*2, (73) 
and 
4 = - 2ry*yp* - e) (A* - 8) + s*yp* - e) cT* - e) 
+ y*2(x* - 8) tT* - e)]. (74) 
It should be pointed out that these invariants are functionally independent at 
the point P; the Jacobian of the transformation from variables (p*, A*, T*, Yap, 
S*a, ,u*~) to variables (8, 03, u2, x, 4, #) is, in general, non-vanishing. 
(d) Characteristic value equations, Cayley-Hamilton theorem, and some 
algebraic identities 
In this section we shall show that the invariants w2, us, x, 4, and # follow 
from characteristic value equations for the three-space rotation and shear 
tensors and in this sense they are the natural geometrical invariants. 
It is well-known that if we inspect the characteristic value equation 
AmBX6 = pX, = pS,,JP, (75) 
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where A,, is any 3 x 3 Cartesian tensor and Xa are the tetrad components 
of a position vector in the three-space, then the invariants of A, are obtained 
by looking at the determinantal equation 
or, explicitly, 
IA,-P%,I =O, (76) 
p3 - Ip2 - JP - Ii = 0, 
where I, J, and K are the invariants of A,, and they are given by 
I = tr (A), 
(77) 
J = 6 [tr (AZ) - (tr (A))7, 
and 
K = det (A). (78) 
These invariants may be evaluated in any permissible tetrad frame; we may 
use the principal axes frame if we wish. 
It is also well-known that a matrix satisfies its own characteristic value 
equation (Cayley-Hamilton Theorem); thus, 
A3-IA2- ]A-Kl =O. (79) 
Using these facts we now consider the relevant tensors in our theory. For 
the rotation tensor we have 
wavaX8 = px, , 
and the corresponding Cayley-Hamilton equation reads 
BY %?w 6% + w2w,g = 0. (81) 
For the shear tensor we write 
and obtain 
%8X6 = PX, 3 (82) 
Qa@YQrs - 02Gas - xs,, = 0. (83) 
To extract the remaining invariants we investigate the simplest combinations 
of the rotation and shear tensors, namely their sum and product. For the 
characteristic value equation 
(was + Q3a) X8 = PX, > 
we obtain after simplification with Eqs. (81) and (83) 
(84) 
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This equation involves + since the sum of determinants is not equal to the 
determinant of sums. Lastly, we consider 
and obtain 
In preparation for deriving the propagation equations we now prove a 
number of algebraic identities. These identities, to be used in Section4, will 
be given in the form of lemmas. All proofs follow from the Cayley-Hamilton 
Eqs. (81), (83), and (85); and we frequently make use of the invariance of the 
trace under cyclic permutations. 
LEMMA 1. 
wDgw~~wygw~= = 2w4. 
LEMMA 2. 
U& usv U,d da = 2d. 
LEMMA 3. 
BY %sW wvtiw =P SC a=- w%#. 
LEMMA 4. 
LEMMA 5. 
%i3U 
Bv 80 01 
=vew WC. = a”$ - 2wsx. 
LEMMA 6. 
(92) 
(93) 
4. THE PROPAGATION EQUATIONS 
We are now at a point where the propagation equations for the invariants 
may be derived. In general, the invariants are functions of position in space- 
time. There will be one ordinary differential equation for each invariant 
describing how it changes along the congruence. We start with the Ricci 
identity 
ub:cd = ub:dc f %cdua. (94 
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Multiplying this equation by &, contracting, and using the identity 
Ub;d$ = ub:, - Ub;dUd:c, 
we obtain 
On inserting the decomposition (19), we find that 
$ (Ub;e) = - hb,e2 - 28Wbc - 2&+,, - WbQwfc - %,d(Tc 
- abdwfc - obd%d + &&aUd + &,;c + Ub;dcdUc . 
(a) The propagation equation for 0 
From Eqs. (21) and (97) it follows that 
3 $ + 382 - 2w2 + 202 = R,,u%* + &, 
659 
(95) 
(96) 
(98) 
where the Ricci tensor is defined by Rad = R& . This is the Raychaudhuri 
Eq. (Raychaudhuri [7], Ehlers [2]). 
(b) The propagation equations for the rotation and shear tensors 
On differentiating the rotation tensor [Eq. (22)] we obtain, with the aid of 
Eq. (97), the expression 
2 D%c - = - 4ewb, - 
ds 2Wbducd + 2W,d”bd + $,;c - &;b 
(99) 
+ t+,;,tidU, - U,;$idU, - ,+$ic + u,iib . 
Following Hawking [4], it will be convenient to take the projection of this 
equation orthogonal to ua; thus 
D wbc rh”h”- 
’ ’ ds 
= - 2ew, - w,@~’ + w&d + 4 (2ib;c - zj,;b) hrbh,:“. 
WV 
409/29/3-13 
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Similarly, on differentiating the shear tensor [Eq. (2311 we find 
Again taking the projection orthogonal to ILO, and using Eq. (98), we get 
( ) Do,, %c ds 1. s h,bh,” - ds 
=- 290, - wrdw:s - u,d~,” -i- Rarsduaud 
+ 4 (Jb:, + &;b) hrbh,c - 4 &duaudhrs 
- 3 h,(2w2 - 2a2 + zif) + ti,zi, . 
(102) 
Up to this point there has been no need to assume a specific theory of gravita- 
tion or a form for the stress-energy tensor of the fluid. Now, for definiteness, 
we use the Einstein field equations for a perfect fluid. By decomposing the 
curvature tensor into a part involving the Weyl tensor C&d, and a part 
representing localizable energy we find that (Appendix) 
and 
RarsdUaUd = C,,,,jUaUd - $ (E + 3p) h,, + f Ah,, , (103) 
R,au=ud = - rhr(c + 3p) + A. ww 
Equation (102) now becomes 
= - 2k,, - d WtdW.s - “rd”s d + CamduaUd 
(10~) 
+ $ (t&c + I&,) hrbhh,” - 6 h,(2w2 - 20’ + &) + ti,ti, . 
(c) The propagation equation for w2 
The evolution of w2 is clearly given by the expression 
Dw2 Dw,, _ 
-=w”ds-Wn 
DW,S 
ds f-1 ds I’ 
WW 
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On using Eq. (lOO), along with the definitions of the invariants, we obtain 
the propagation equation 
y + 4et.2 - 2+ = + (zi,:, - tie;*) OJbC. (107) 
(d) The propagation equation for a2 
In a similar fashion the change in u2 is given by 
Da2 DO’” 
ds = ur8 - = = ds ” (108) 
And on using Eq. (105), with definitions, we obtain the further propagation 
equation 
DC? 
~+4euz+3x+#J 
w4 
= u’JCar&u~ + li,li,u” + 4 (tib& + z&b) d”. 
(e) The propagation equation for x 
On differentiating the expression for x, it follows that 
Dx _ bd D=bc 
ds - = =’ 
C-=&d =a 
he c - 
ds ( 1 ds I’ (110) 
Evaluating this expression with the aid of Eq. (105), together with Lemma 2, 
we obtain the propagation equation 
(f) The propagation equation for tj 
On differentiating the expression for +, we have 
(112) 
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Employing Eqs. (100) and (105), we derive 
+ 3 w2(2uJ2 - 2a2 + ZqJ + WfkwbcCrc&rUs 
Now using Lemmas 1 and 4 we get the propagation equation 
2 + 644 - 8 &7’+~w”+~~ 
(114) 
(g) The propagation equation for a,4 
The change in 4 is given by the expression 
1 D# D%t dc --=- 
2 ds ds = wcr= 
sb f #bd 7 “+,.db 
Proceeding in a similar fashion we obtain the propagation equation 
where use has been made of Lemmas 3 and 6. 
In summary, we note that the propagation equations for the invariants 
8, w2, u2, x, 4, and I/ are given by Eqs. (98), (107), (109), (11 I), (114), and 
(116), respectively. In Eq. (98) we must now write 
R,buaub = - 4rr(~ + 3p) + A, (117) 
to be consistent with the other equations. Also, in the propagation equations, 
we may replace D/ds by dlds since the invariants are world scalars. 
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In addition to the foregoing Eqs., the fluid motion must satisfy the conti- 
nuity and Euler equations which follow from the Bianchi identities; for a 
perfect fluid these equations take the forms 
%+3e(r+p)=o, (118) 
and 
ap (E +p)zP = - h”b---. 
axb (119) 
Consequently, the propagation Eqs. describe the affects of the fluid density, 
the Weyl tensor, and the pressure on the evolution of the invariants. These 
equations may be used, for example, to investigate the interior of a collapsing 
star. Also, it would be instructive to evaluate the invariants and their pro- 
pagation equations in the post-Newtonian approximation of general relativity 
as developed by Chandrasekhar [l]; the Einstein field equations would then be 
automatically satisfied. 
5. A GEOMETRICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE INVARIANTS 
We now relate the invariants to the geometrical properties of the three- 
space shear tensor (with the trace included) and the vorticity vector. Denote by 
L, , L, , and L, the lengths of the principal axes of the resulting shear ellipsoid 
and let A, B, and C denote the direction cosines of the vorticity vector 
to the three principal axes. Evaluated in the tetrad frame formed by the 
principal axes, these six invariants are 
and 
L,2 = r P* ’ L,2 = $, L,2 = $ ) 
&Y* 
w ’ 
B,6* 
WY 
cdc. 
w (120) 
By using Eqs. (69)-(74) we may now relate the two sets of invariants; thus, 
82 1 
3 L,2 + L,2 ( L++)9 (121) 
1 = 4” + B2 + ca, (122) 
1 1 02 = - 
2 N - - q2 + (& - q2 + (& - f-q21 L2 
=+(A+ & +-&) -+, 
1 
(123) 
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x=1- 
( 
-- 1 -- 1 
j&2 * La2 I( e &2 I( e ’ ) 
d 1 
2 = LIZ ( 
--e)C2+(&e)B2+(+e)A2 
(124) 
W5) 
C2 
=L,a+L22 3 
A!?+&*, 
and 
# 
>= -2[(+e)(+ep+(+e)(+-ep 
(126) 
+(-&- *I(& - e) cq 
From Eq. (124) we have 
&L2)2 
= x + et72 - Bs; (127) 
hence, the volume of the shear ellipsoid is given by L_ 
4rr 
51 = -j-- (x + eu2 - &3)--l/2. (W 
Since the three principal directions of the shear ellipsoid indicate pure 
expansions in those directions, it is implicitly assumed in the above inter- 
pretation that the expansion is non-vanishing and finite; and we take it to be 
a positive quantity. 
6. POWER-SERIES EXPANSION OF THE PROPER VOLUME 
The propagation equations are now applied to a simple example. We 
assume, that we are dealing with a pressureless, perfect fluid (dust). The 
continuity and Euler Eqs. then become 
$- + 3er = 0 (129 
and 
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the elements of the fluid follow geodesics of the space-time. For this 
situation, the first three propagation Eqs. reduce to 
3 $ + 38’ - 2ws + 2as = - 4rrc + A, (131) 
g + 4ew2 - 2$ = 0, 
and 
(133) 
We denote by V the proper volume of some fluid element at a point PO 
along its world-line. The fractional change in the proper volume at that point 
is given by (Ehlers) 
3e=-LdV 
V ds ’ (134) 
where f3 is evaluated at P,, . Clearly, if 8 is a known function at every point 
between PO and P (say), then the proper volume at P may be obtained by an 
integration. We now look at the problem from a different viewpoint. Assume 
that the invariants are known only at point P,, . Expanding the proper volume 
about this point we have 
V(P) = v + ($), (s - so) + $ (fg), (s - so)2 
+ + (S), (s - so)3 + *.. , 
(135) 
where s,, and s are the values of the arc length at P,, and P, respectively. 
By using the preceding Eqs., the first three derivatives are easily evaluated in 
terms of the invariants. They are 
dV 
ds = 3ev, 
and 
$ = (683 + 611w2 - 68s - ihre + 7eA 
(136) 
(138) 
+ 64 + 6x - 2u+*C,,@ud) V. 
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If we define a length R through the expression 
V = R3, 
then 
&2dR 
R ds * 
(139) 
NY 
The continuity equation implies that 
f l R3 = constant (say M) (141) 
along the world-line of the fluid element. Equation (137) now takes the form 
d2R -+s-oa)R-$++AR, 
ds2 (142) 
which is the local Friedmann Eq. when rotation and shear are present. See, 
for example, Robinson [8]. 
The next term in the expansion now becomes 
d3R - = - 28(w2 - u”) R + 
ds3 
g+&tSR 
(143) 
+ 2+R + 2xR - Q u~~C,,,~~PU~R. 
To go further would require a knowledge of how the Weyl tensor evolves 
along the world-line of the fluid element. 
APPENDIX 
We write Einstein’s field equations in the form (G = c = 1) 
%a - (l/2) g& + gcd = -8nT.b. (A.11 
For a perfect fluid the stress-energy tensor is given by 
Tab = cu.ub + Aa, 64.2) 
where E is the density of the fluid as measured by a comoving observer and p is the 
pressure. A is the cosmological constant. It is easily shown that 
R&%b = -4a(c + 3p) + A. (A.3) 
Decomposing the curvature tensor into a part representing the gravitational degrees 
of freedom and a part representing the localizable energy, we write, in the usual way, 
&cd = Gaca + w%L&c + &cRld - &%a - gaa%c) 
- (1/6)(g.agao - g.cgw)R (A.4) 
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where Cabed is the Weyl tensor with the property Cybe, = 0. From the above equations 
it follows that 
Rm,@ud = Comu’ud - (4*/3)(e + 3~) h,, + (l/3) Ah*,. (A3 
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